
4Make sure you are wearing
fluorescent during the day
and reflective, with lights,
during the night. Wearing a
combination will help you be
more visible on your ride,
whatever the conditions.

TOP TIP: CARRY SPARE LIGHTS AND BATTERIES WITH YOU

Before cycling in the dark, make
sure they are fully functioning
and are charged. Change your

batteries if it’s been a while since
you’ve used them.3

1 Remain visible on the
roads with front and rear
bike lights that let drivers
know you're there no
matter where you are.

DID YOU KNOW? CYCLING WITHOUT LIGHTS AT NIGHT IS ILLEGAL

- A white front light
- A rear red light
- A red rear reflector
- Amber pedal reflectors

ON THE FRONT AND REAR
OF EACH PEDAL 2

When the clocks go back, it is easy to forget how quickly the nights draw in. In
the UK, cyclists on public roads must use lights and reflectors between the hours

of sunset and sunrise – even if it is still light. If you are riding without lights
during these times, you are breaking the law and putting yourself and other road

users in danger.

THE MOST DANGEROUS HOURS FOR CYCLISTS ARE

ON WEEKDAYS, WHEN LIGHT IS POOR DURING
THE WINTER MONTHS. [2]

AND

Make sure that you know your
route - street lighting will give you
a certain level of visibility, but you
should know the parts of your
route with little or no lighting.5

A major cause of accidents is drivers ‘failing to look’ commonly
referred to as ‘looked but failed to see’ properly. Being brighter

and well-lit up increases your chances of being seen.
6
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